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Introduction:!
modes in Quantum Optics!



Description of a classical multimode field 

mode basis : 
 a complete orthonormal set  ( fn ) of modes 

general expression for the complex electric field: 

complex amplitude 

"quadrature components" 

mode : 
a normalized solution  f1(r,t) of Maxwell equations  

E+(r, t) =
X

n

(En,X + iEn,P ) fn(r, t)

E+(r, t) =
X

n

En fn(r, t)



Description of a quantum multimode field 

Ê+(r, t) =
X

n

(Ên,X + iÊn,P ) fn(r, t)

general expression for the complex electric field operator: 

[ÊnX , Ên0P ] = 2iE2
0�n,n0
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Ê+(r, t) =
X

n

(Ên,X + iÊn,P ) fn(r, t)

the double linearity of quantum optics 

 
-linearity of Quantum Mechanics: states  
-linearity of Maxwell equations : modes 

Two Hilbert spaces to consider          

•  the modal Hilbert space Hmod  
   of solutions of Maxwell equations 

•  the quantum Hilbert space Hq  
    of quantum states of light 



Notation for "modal vectors" 

|fii : column vector of components  f1, f2...

hhâ| : line vector of components â1, â2...

Ê+(r, t) = E0hhâ|fii

modal unitary transformation Umod : 

|gii = Umod|fii
corresponds to a mode basis change  

{fn(r, t)} ! {g`(r, t)}
Ê+(r, t) = E0hhb̂|gii

b̂` : photon annihilation operator in the new basis 



Quantum state in mode basis change 

the same quantum state            has different expressions 
in different mode bases 

| i

| i =
X

p1

X

p2

... Ap1,p2,...|p1 : f1, p2 : f2, ...i

=
X

q1

X

q2

... Bq1,q2,...|q1 : g1, q2 : g2, ...i



 factorized state  
on the basis of polarization modes fx fy 

entangled state  
on the basis of polarization modes g45 g-45  

example of polarization modes 

fx 

fy g45 
g-45 

| i = |2 : g45i ⌦ |0 : g�45i � |0 : g45i ⌦ |2 : g�45i

| i

| i = |1 : f
x

i ⌦ |1 : f
y

i



 factorized state  
on the basis of polarization modes Ox Oy 

entangled EPR state  
on the basis of polarization modes O+45 O-45  

example of polarization modes 

fx 

fy g45 
g-45 

| i = |� : g45i ⌦ | : g�45i+ | : g45i ⌦ |� : g�45i

| i = |squeezed vacuum : f
x

i ⌦ |squeezed vacuum : f
y

i



mode basis-independent quantities ?  

- vacuum state :  

|vacuumi = |0 : fn1 , 0 : fn2 , ...i = |0 : g`1 , 0 : g`2 , ...i

- Wigner function values: 

- total photon number: 

-purity 

|�ii = Umod|↵iiwith 

       "negativity" of W is intrinsic 

Wb(�1, �2...) = Wb(|�ii) = Wa(|↵ii)

N̂
tot

=
X

`

b̂†
`

b̂
`

=
X

n

â†
n

â
n



Covariance matrix single photon case  

| 1i =
X

n

An|1 : fni

eigenstate of           with eigenvalue 1 N̂
tot

g1 =
X

n

Anfnsingle mode state in mode 

also: h1 : fn|1 : g`i = hhfn|g`ii
Hq Hmod 

perfect mapping between  
single photon quantum state and its associated mode 

Can be written:  | 1i = |1 : g1i ⌦ |0, 0, ...i



multiphoton multimode case  

Is there a "preferred mode basis" ? 

| i =
X

p1

X

p2

... Ap1,p2,...|p1 : f1, p2 : f2, ...i



a tool from classical coherence theory:  
the complex covariance matrix  

"coherency matrix" 

(N
modes

)⇥ (N
modes

)dimension 

Positive operator, diagonalizable by a mode basis change 

C
complex

= hâ†1â1i hâ†1â2i
hâ†2â2ihâ†2â1i

C
complex

=
0

0

hb̂†1b̂1i
hb̂†2b̂2i

gives energy content of each eigenmode 

TrC
complex

= hN̂
tot

i

C
complex

= h |â†iihhâ| i = Tr⇢|â†iihhâ|



C
complex

=
0

0

0

0

0 00

for example, case of two non-zero eigenvalues 

modes of non-zero eigenvalues 
of complex covariance matrix  
are the minimum set of modes on which  
the quantum state is spanned 

two-mode state, pure or mixed 

N1

N2

| i =
X

n1

X

n2

An1,n2 |p1 : g1, p2 : g2, 0 : g3i

"principal modes" 



      intrinsic single mode states  

states that look multimode,  
but there is a mode basis in which they are single mode 

- complex covariance matrix with only one nonzero eigenvalue 

g(1) =
< E(�)(r, t)E(+)(r0, t0) >

(< E(�)(r, t)E(+)(r, t) >< E(�)(r0, t0)E(+)(r0, t0) >)1/2

- all           or            are proportional:
   

- first order correlation function: 

|1, 1i are not single mode 
X

n

pn|1 : fnih1 : fn|

|g(1)| = 1

whatever the quantum state,  
interferences will be of perfect visibility iff state is single mode  

, 

ân⇢ân| i



Expérimental characterization!
of the shape of principal modes !
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. 
if « click »: 

photon counter 

. 

 conditional generation of single 
photons 

Parametric splitting  
of light 

heralded single photon state 

 in which temporal mode is the single photon? 



experimental set-up 

type II parametric crystal 
 inside an optical cavity 

photon counter 
on idler 

temporal 
variation 
of homodyne 
detection on 
signal beam 
Ex(t) recorded  
on computer 

PBS 

signal 

idler 



time tn

time 

recorded quantity : 
phase averaged homodyne signal  
EX(t) between tn and tn +Δt

: "click" of  
photon counter 

on idler 

... ... 

"time bin" 

! EnX

tclick 



time tn

time t1 t2 
t3 t4 

t5 t500 

recorded quantity : 
phase averaged homodyne signal  
EX(t) between tn and tn +Δt

when averaged over a great number of clicks, 
yields 1000  1000 covariance matrix : 

: "click" of  
photon counter 

on idler 

t1000 

... ... 1000 time bins, 
500 before 
500 after  

⇥

Cn,n0 = hEnXEn0Xi

C = C
complex

+ E2
0 Identity

"time bin" 

! EnX

tclick 



eigenvalues of C 

corresponding eigenstate: time shape of temporal mode 

only one eigenvalue different from vacuum fluctuations 
the generated state is single mode 

it corresponds to the temporal mode of the OPO cavity  
(=Fourier transform of cavity spectrum) 

e�|t|/Tcav

E2
0



Complete characterization!
of multimode Gaussian states!



i.e. by the quadrature covariance matrix 

2

664

�2EX1 C(EX1EX2) C(EX1EP1) C(EX1EP2)
C(EX2EX1) �2EX2 C(EX2EP1) C(EX2EP2)
C(EP1EX1) C(EP1EX2) �2EP1 C(EP1EP2)
C(EP2EX1) C(EP2EX2) C(EP2EP1) �2EP2

3

775

multimode Gaussian states  
are completely characterized by second moments 

Cquad =

of dimension  (2Nmodes

)⇥ (2N
modes

)

Cquad diagonalizable, but 
 by a linear combination of EXn et EPn' 
 which is usually not a mode basis change 



      multimode light beam 

   
   

   
   

  
ϕ

ϕ

+ 

- 

 experimental determination of quadrature covariance matrix 

use balanced homodyne detection                                                    

 Local Oscillator:  
laser beam in mode 
  

quantum fluctuations of  
quadrature operators 
in mode  

Shot noise
Measured noise
Noise corrected from losses

dB

f(r, t)
f(r, t)

balanced homodyne detection projects the multimode 
state on the local oscillator mode 



   multimode input beam  
   

   
   

   
  

Local Oscillator 
in mode  

Shot noise
Measured noise
Noise corrected from losses

dB

frequency 

ϕ

make a series of homodyne measurements  
using a set of orthogonal modes  

to analyze a multimode quantum state 

+ 

- 

fn(r, t)

�2ÊnP�2ÊnX

fn(r, t)



   multimode input beam  
   

   
   

   
  

Local Oscillator 
in mode  

Shot noise
Measured noise
Noise corrected from losses

dB

ϕ

frequency 

+ 

- 

to determine the correlations between two modes: 

�2(Ên,X + Ên0X)

fn + fn0

hÊnXÊn0Xi = (�2(ÊnX + Ên0X)��2ÊnX ��2Ên0X)/2



Generation of !
highly multimode state of light !
by parametric down-conversion!



A multi-frequency-mode light: the frequency comb  

Frequency modes of a mode-locked laser: about 100.000 

frequency 

time 

optical 
frequency 
 comb: 

how to produce a quantum frequency comb ? 



Parametric down conversion  
of monochromatic pump 

Ø  for a monochromatic   pump 

output : 
 two mode  
EPR entangled state 

 

nonlinear crystal 

1 
2 

ν

⌫signal + ⌫idler = ⌫pump

spectrum of down-converted light: 

Ø  creates independent couples of EPR entangled modes 



Mode-
locked laser 

Parametric crystal 

Tround trip = Tinter−pulse

Frequency comb from Synchronously Pumped   
Optical Parametric Oscillator  (SPOPO) 



Parametric down conversion of a frequency comb 

Ø  for a frequency comb  pump 

output : 
 two mode  
EPR entangled state 

 

nonlinear crystal 

1 
2 

spectrum of down-converted light: 

Ø  all couples of frequencies should be entangled 



A little bit of theory ... 

ℓ
ℓʹ

pump 

( )∑́ ʹ
+
ʹ

+
ʹ +=

ℓℓ
ℓℓℓℓℓℓ

,
, ˆˆˆˆˆ aaaaGH

ℓ

ℓʹ
ℓℓ ʹ,G

G. De Valcarcel, G. Patera, N. Treps, C. Fabre, Phys. Rev. A74, 061801(R) (2006)  



Diagonalizing the interaction 

Ø  Eigenstates:   
linear combinations of frequency modes 
 
"supermodes" 
 
 
        eigenvalues 

ℓ
ℓ

ℓaUb kk ˆˆ ∑=
ℓ

ℓʹ
ℓℓ ʹ,G

Ĥ = ! Λk b̂k
2 + b̂k

+2( )
k=1

Nm

∑

kΛ

Ψout = Squeezed statek (Λ1) ⊗ ...⊗ Squeezed statek (ΛNm
) ⊗ 0 ⊗ ...

 :multi-squeezing hamiltonian 



Simple example: Gaussian variation of ℓℓ ʹ,G

kΛ

supermode shapes 

( )kk r−Λ=Λ 0

Eigenmodes:   combs with Hermite-Gauss modal amplitudes 

frequency 

HG0 HG1 HG2 



Simple example: Gaussian variation of ℓℓ ʹ,G

kΛ

supermode shapes 

( )kk r−Λ=Λ 0

Eigenmodes:  trains of pulses with Hermite-Gauss temporal 
shapes 

time 
HG1 HG0 HG2 



The experiment!

O. Pinel et al, Phys. Rev. Letters 108, 083601 (2012) !
J. Roslund et al,  Nature Photonics, 8, 109 (2014)!
R. Medeiros de Araujo et al, Phys. Rev A 89, 053828 (2014)!



mirror on PZT 
to change LO phase 

pulse shaping 
 by Spatial Light Modulator 

Experimental set-up   

Synchronously Pumped 
Optical Parametric Oscillator 



modal analysis in "frequency band" modes 



for 10 bands, 55 homodyne measurements are required 

experimental determination of the full covariance matrix 





Multiplexed Homodyne Detection 

M.Beck, PRL 84 5748 (2000);  S. Armstrong et al, Nat. Comm. 3, 1026 (2012). 

Local oscillator 

A technique to measure 
 simultaneously the properties of different modes 

G. Ferrini et al New J Phys 15, 093015 (2013) 

OPO output 



�
�

1 2 3 4 5 6

6

1 2 3

4 5
Variance Product 

6 frequency bands 

one measures in one shot  
"half" of the covariance matrix 



Characterization !
of the generated!
quantum state!



inspection of  all 511 possible  bipartitions with 10 pixels 

bi-partite entanglement ? 



all 511 bipartitions are entangled ! 

bi-partite entanglement ? 

entanglement criterion: Positive Partial Transpose 

entangled 

(by increasing values of PPT) 



all 511 bipartitions are entangled ! 

bi-partite entanglement ? 

entanglement criterion: Positive Partial Transpose 

entangled 

(by increasing values of PPT) 



multi-partite entanglement ? 

limit of  
multi-entanglement 

 all 115 974 multipartitions are entangled ! 

115 974  
possible multipartitions 
with 10 bands 



 characterization from the complex covariance matrix 

eigenvalues : mean photon number in eigenmodes 

(C
complex

)
mn

=< Ê†
m

Ê
n

>

=< ÊmXÊnX > + < ÊmP ÊnP > �E2
0�mn

if no XP correlations : sum of X and P quadrature matrices 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

1

2

3

4

5

Mode Index

P
ho
to
n
N
um
be
r

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

N
oi
se
P
ow
er

(d
B
)mean photon  

number 
 in each mode 

Trace of complex covariance matrix gives total photon number : 10.9 

(multiplexed  
detection 
8 pixels) 

effective mode number : Neff =3.3 



 characterization from the quadrature covariance matrix 

X-part and P-part do not diagonalize 
 in the same mode basis  
but eigenstates are almost identical 

Determinant of quadrature covariance matrix  
gives purity of state: Trρ2 =0.14 

790
795

800790
795

800

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

790
795

800

790
795

800

-0.5

0.0

0.5

x quadratures p quadratures 



characterization from the quadrature  covariance matrix 

symplectic algebra approach : Bloch Messiah reduction 

 any multimode  pure Gaussian state         can be seen as 
generated by:    

multimode 
squeezing 

in given mode 
basis 

unitary 
transformation 

  
mode basis 

change 

| i|0i
vacuum 

| i

Û1

fn 



characterization from the quadrature  covariance matrix 

Bloch Messiah reduction + Williamson theorem 

 any multimode  mixed Gaussian state      can be seen as 
generated by    

unitary 
transformation 

  
(mode basis 

change) 

⇢

⇢

unitary 
transformation 

  
mode basis 

change 

Û1Û2

multimode 
squeezing 

in given mode 
basis fn 

tensor product of thermal states in specific modes gn 

⇢in

⇢in = (⇢thermal
1 : g1)⌦ (⇢thermal

2 : g2)⌦ ...



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

1

2

3

4

5

Mode Index

P
ho
to
n
N
um
be
r

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

N
oi
se
P
ow
er

(d
B
)

data from multiplexed homodyne detection 8 pixels 

"eigenvalue" 
from quadrature 
covariance matrix 

squeezing 
from 
Bloch-Messiah 
reduction 

excess noise of input thermal modes: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

Mode Index

C
la
ss
ic
al
N
oi
se

(d
B
)



spectrum of the squeezed eigen-modes 

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

790 795 800
Wavelength (nm)

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

eigenmodes of parametric interaction 

data from multiplexed homodyne detection 8 pixels 



The SPOPO!
output beam!

"contains" cluster states!



M. Yukawa, et al. Phys Rev A 78, (2008) 

can be generated from 4 squeezed modes by a basis change 

generation by mixing  
4 single mode  
squeezed states 

the linear four node cluster state  



Implementation with frequency combs  

= =

M1 

M2 

M3 

M4 

the cluster state nodes are specified modes 
that can be addressed by homodyne detection 

G. Ferrini et al , NJP 15, 093015 (2013) 



equivalent to  observe P-quadrature squeezing in mode: 
                                M2 – i M1 –  i M3 
which can be directly measured by use of a LO having the 
appropriate pulse shape  

evaluating the quality of cluster states 
check multipartite entanglement between cluster modes 

M1 M2 M3 M4 

�2(Ê2P � Ê1X � Ê3X) ! 0



 evidence for many cluster states 
 "embedded" in SPOPO state 

R. Medeiros de Araujo,et al, PRA 89, 053828 (2014) 
 



Conclusion!



•  efficient tools to characterize complex multimode states 
•  characterization of complex quantum multimode light 
•  useful also for analysis of classical noise and correlations 
•  data processing "reveals" embedded cluster states 

a promising route to quantum information processing ? 

⌦ ⌦ ⌦ ⌦ ... 

in the frequency mode basis 

in the principal mode basis 
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